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This book considers the interactions between Africa, Asia and Europe, analysing the short and long term strategies various states have adopted to external relations.

The urgency attached to the agenda of international terrorism and human and drugs- trafficking has forced the European Union into new cooperation with Africa and Asia. These inter-regional relations have taken on new dimensions in the context of contemporary international politics framed by new security challenges, and new competitive forces particularly from Asia. This book provides both conceptual and empirical arguments to offer an innovative perspective on the EU as a global actor. It demonstrates how these three regions interact politically and economically to address global challenges as well as global opportunities, and thus provides an assessment of the multilateralism which the EU clearly stated in its Security Strategy paper. Addressing a broad range of topical issues, the book features chapters on European Security; European Migration Policy; African Union and its peace and security policy; Terrorism and international security; China and its fast growing global role; India, the biggest democracy in the world; and the impact of the Asian economic growth on the global economy. Further it compares the different backgrounds, forms and priorities of regional integrations.

A Global Security Triangle will be of interest to all scholars of European politics, security studies, African and Asian studies, and International Relations.
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101 Internet Businesses You Can Start from Home: How to Choose and Build Your Own Successful e-BusinessMaximum Press, 2006
Communicating with customers and other businesses has changed dramatically over the past century. It started with print, then radio, television, phone, and fax, and now all of us are operating in the fastest medium yet—the Internet. The future is bright for businesses that utilize the Net as a primary medium of communication and sales....
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Introduction to AutoCAD 2008: 2D and 3D DesignNewnes, 2007
Master the art of 2D and 3D technical drawing with Alf Yarwood's comprehensive and highly practical introductory guide

Taking the reader step-by-step through the features of AutoCAD, Alf Yarwood provides a practical, structured course of work matched to the latest release of this software. After...
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3ds max 7 FundamentalsNew Riders Publishing, 2005
Offering character animation functionality previously only  available in programs costing two to three times as much, 3ds max 7 is  everything you've dreamed of in a 3D modeling program-and more! Here to get you  hands-on fast is a project-based guide from one of Discreet's own carefully  chosen authorized training specialists,...
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Hacking MySpace: Mods and Customizations to make MySpace Your SpaceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
There are over 90 million profiles on MySpace. How do you makeYOURS stand out? You use these programming tricks and tech-niques to tweak the look, feel, and content of your profile. You getthe inside scoop on hotdesign and photography.You maximize the effects of HTML and CSS. And if you happen to be amusician, you check outChapter 30 to see...
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Database Access with Visual Basic® .NET, Third EditionAddison Wesley, 2003
Database Access with Visual Basic .NET continues  to use techniques developed by Jeffrey McManus that provide solutions to  problems faced by developers every day. Since data access is the most used  feature in corporate development, it is important for developers to understand  the most effective and efficient way...
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A Computer Scientist's Guide to Cell BiologySpringer, 2007
This practical guide provides a succinct treatment of the general concepts of cell biology, furnishing the computer scientist with the tools necessary to read and understand current literature in the field.
The book explores three different facets of biology: biological systems, experimental methods, and language and...
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